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 has 1, when the witcher 3 had a dedicated commander. It's possible that since blackbox didn't live very long that he was the
reason to kill off commander (even though having a commander implies that the whole point of being a blackbox is not having a
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real life). Ask HN: What kind of job would HNers want? - cwilson I've been thinking about writing a plug-in for HN that would
display various relevant data, like what kind of jobs people would want and what their expected salary range is. Does anyone

else think this would be a useful feature? ====== jmnicolas Actually I think this is something that HN was lacking. People who
have the right skills for a given job will not hesitate to communicate about it in order to make the employer look a bit more

competitive. Most companies probably can't offer all that much since there are only a few companies that can afford a dev with
the skills and experience you're looking for. Also not all companies are able to match your skills and experience, so they'll

probably need to leave a budget for retraining for you. So before posting in HN let's first try to match our skills, experience and
expected salary range on a given company. ~~~ cwilson Well, I certainly think HN has a lot of companies with interesting ideas

that haven't been able to raise money or haven't been able to scale up their ideas. The interesting challenge for me is getting
companies to come up with interesting (and not so interesting) ideas. I'll probably do it at some point if there's enough interest.
Robert Elway hopes to convince Antonio Brown to sign with the Denver Broncos. The team that acquired Brown from the New

England Patriots on Oct. 23 has apparently made a decent case for the All-Pro wide receiver, especially since the one-time
Brown nemesis, head coach Bill Belichick, left the Patriots after the season. The Broncos were not sold on Brown when they

acquired him from the Patriots, but the team has made a solid case for his addition to the roster, Elway said during a conference
call with the team's beat writers Tuesday. "I think what we have asked him to do and what we're talking to him about is we need

you to be a number one receiver for us. 82157476af
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